


ABRIDGED HISTORY OF THE ACHERON SECTOR 

 932.M30 MANIFEST DESTINY  

The Forgeworld of Rhuhr is rediscovered during the latter years of the Great Crusade and 

comes into compliance with the Imperium and Mechanicum of Mars, its resources and 

manpower being put to use in carving out new territory for the young Imperium of Man, 

founding the Acheron Sector far in the eastern fringes of the galaxy. 

 005.M31 AN AGE OF DARKNESS  

The Horus Heresy rends the Imperium asunder and while the Imperium is victorious, it is a 

pyrrhic victory as the God-Emperor is near death and has to be interred within the Golden 

Throne on Terra. For the nascent Acheron sector, the Horus Heresy has devastating 

consequences. The news of such strife leads to open insurrection and later civil war as 

various sides declare for the Warmaster within Acheron. While the war in Acheron is of little 

consequence to the Heresy at large, for the sector itself the consequences are devastating as 

the sector once more becomes cut off and isolated from the rest of the Imperium as it slips 

back into barbarism and savagery. 

 666.M32 BARBARIANS AT THE GATES 

From the reaches of wild space a green tide boils into Acheron and smashes all before it in a 

frenzy of violence. The Orkish hordes rampages across Acheron for centuries until they are 

finally beaten back and contained in what will become the Ork Empire of Kragrokk. 

 012.M34 THEY CAME FROM THE HALO STARS  

During its long isolation from the Imperium, Rhuhr and the other surviving oasis of 

civilization within the sector fight off a massive invasion of unnamed xenos horrors from 

beyond the halo stars of the galactic rim. All records detailing who the xenos were are either 

purged from all databanks or sealed under Inquisitorial orders. What is known that after 

many bloody battles where the legion is nearly destroyed, the Titan legion Legio Seruatorbus 

swear binding oaths to keep a permanent vigil for these unknowable foes, should they ever 

return. 

 095.M35 THE FIRE OF CIVILISATION  

In early M35 an Imperial crusade is dispatched to reconquer what once was the Acheron 

sector, after references to its compliance during the Great Crusade where discovered in 

Administratum records-vaults on Macragge. This crusade, named the Promethea Crusade by 

Imperial Historiographers, so named after its supreme commander Lord-Solar Athene 

Promethea. The Promethea crusade is one of the largest seen on the Eastern Fringe since the 

Great Crusade, with billions of troops from humble Guardsmen, to robotic Legio Cybernetica 

and nearly three thousand Adeptus Astartes from the Ultramarines, Imperial Fists, Black 

Templars, Raptors chapters and many more. The crusade is almost unstoppable as it sweeps 

through what is today the Trajanis subsector and it becomes an even more terrifying force 

once contact is established with Rhuhr and its stellar dominion is added to the Imperium. The 

crusade finally runs out of steam when it comes head to head with the xeno empires of what 

is now the Kharonite Stars and Iron Star subsectors in the sectors spinward edge. The 

crusade finally comes to an end when Lord-Solar Promethea is slain during the battle of 

Ironfang against the enormous ork Arch-Tyrant of Kragrokk as she took a mortal blow that 

would have felled the Crusades Emperor’s Champion, Karl-Franz, and sundering the Orks 

mega-armour so that Karl-Franz could deliver the killing blow and secure victory for the 

Imperium. For her self-sacrifice Promethea’s body is carried from the battle with an honor 



guard of the crusades most veteran and decorated Astartes, led by the Emperors Champion 

himself and buried as befits a true hero of the Imperium. For her deeds during the battle of 

Ironfang and exemplary leadership during the crusade, Promethea is later canonized as the 

patron saint of Acheron and the world she fell on is consecrated as the Shrine World 

Merovingia. While the Promethea crusade has conquered an area of space that will make 

Acheron one of the largest sectors in the Eastern fringe, it will grow larger still.  

 120.M35 EXPANSION  

While the crusade ended with Prometheas death, the expansion of the Acheron sector did 

not. While most of the crusade troops were redeployed to other warzones in the Imperium 

or given colonization rights, the surviving Black Templars of the Promethea Crusade, Skitarii 

forces from Rhuhr and her fiefdoms alongside newly formed Imperial Guard formations 

eager to be blooded in war, continued to expand the sectors borders for another century, 

delivering the deathblow to the Ork Empire of Kragrokk and wiping its stain from the stars in 

the rimward regions of Acheron and casting out a terrifying hive-minded race of machine 

intelligences, that claimed to be humans who had transferred their minds into metal shells to 

survive the Age of Strife, the machines would have spelled the doom for the sector had they 

not been vanquished and incorporating hundreds more human worlds into the Imperial fold 

over the course of one and a half centuries. Imperial Historiographers know little certain of 

this time, as the quick expansion and violent wars made record keeping spotty at best so an 

exact end of the Expansion era cannot be accurately pointed at. But in the latter half of M35, 

Acheron could be counted as the largest sector in the Eastern Fringe, rivaling its galactic 

neighbor, Ultramar, during its golden age before the Horus Heresy in sheer volume of space 

it covers and amount of worlds within its borders and utterly dwarfing the older, but more 

barbaric neighboring sector of Cocytus. 

 145.M35 ANGELS OF DEATH  

Following the creation of the Acheron sector and Promethea Crusade, the Solar Knights 

Chapter of Space Marines is founded during the 10th Founding and stationed in Acheron due 

to the demands of strategic prognostication to safeguard and watch over the newly minted 

Sector. Created from Imperial Fists genestock, the Solar Knights first century of service see 

them shepherded by their gene-brothers from the Imperial Fists and Black Templars, who 

help form their aggressive crusading battle-doctrine which favors void-combat and brutal 

close quarter’s action. The chapter has their baptism of fire in a fleet-action against the Ork 

fleet of Boss-Kaptin Urbag Krakenklaw in the wilderness space between Acheron and Cocytus 

where the Ork fleet is reduced to burning hulks in the void between stars. 

 200. M35 THE GOLDEN AGE  

With a restless energy and constant stream of new resources from the worlds brought into 

the Imperial fold during the Promethea Crusade and subsequent expansion era, Acheron 

undergoes a golden age of prosperity and peace. Worlds are civilized, trade routes chartered 

and wilderness conquered. For the people of Acheron, who for so long lived in anarchy and 

barbarity, forgotten by the galaxy, finally experience the prosperity promised to them during 

their compliance in the Great Crusade. 

 956.M35 WAAAAGH! ZOGSTIKK  

After centuries of disorganization and warring amongst themselves, the Orks of Acherons 

outer reaches are beaten and unified into a cohesive force by the deceptively cunning Ork 

Warboss Zogstikk da Impala, so named for his favored way of punishing Nobs that annoy 



him. Having heard the stories of the Ork Empire of Kragrokk as a “yoof” from the “oldboys” 

and how the “Umies” broke what was described as an Orkish paradise where fights are 

plenty and the fungusbeer flows in waterfalls, a hatred for mankind and all its works began 

to fester in Zogstikks heart. A hatred that would drive the ork into outmaneuvering and 

beating his fellow orks until he was the biggest and strongest Ork in the outer reaches. With 

the outer reaches as his dominion, the Orks were forged into a brutal weapon of vengeance 

and WAAAAAGH! Zogstikk was unleashed on the Acheron sector. The Orkish WAAAAAGH! 

swept all before it and ravaged entire sub-sectors in Acherons rimward region, where entire 

human populations were impaled to sate Zogstikks hatred of mankind until a coherent 

response could be mustered, such a terror was Zogstikks rampaging that he was called the 

“Scourge of the God-Emperor” and seen as a punishment for the sectors sins, sent by the 

God Emperor. A force led by the Solar Knights and the Black Templars led the punitive 

campaigns against Zogstikk in a brutal war that lasted for 70 years and reached such an 

intensity of bloodshed and carnage that warp cults and warp incursions became a common 

problem in the warzone. The war comes to an end during the Battle of Kamlan, when Sir 

Geraeld, Knight of House Medraut witnesses Karl-Franz, Emperors Champion of the 

Promethea Crusade be martyred at the hands of Warboss Zogstikk, incensed with anger and 

sorrow the noble knight personally slays the Ork Warboss and ends WAAAAGH! Zogstikk with 

a single blow from his reaper chainsword. Such was the destruction wrought by WAAAAGH! 

Zogstikk and the subsequent war to combat it, that it ended Acherons Golden Age and 

desolated the rimward reaches of Acheron. Once considered places of culture and learning, 

the WAAAAGH! and subsequent recolonization efforts have made them into nothing more 

than frontier backwaters, where orkish warbands, warp cults and other savages are a 

constant threat to the stability of the region. 

 067.M36 THE BUTCHERING 

From the benighted world of Blotheim rose a Warrior-King of unusual providence among its 

feral peoples. It was a man of visions, said to be gifted with sight beyond sight, visions that 

revealed to him he would be crowned with a crown of bones upon a throne of broken 

weapons ruling a kingdom among the stars. These visions and the dark ambitions of this 

Warrior-King were to spill an unholy tide of slaughter upon the Acheron sector in the name 

of the Blood God. How these feral warriors left their home world’s chill embrace is unknown, 

but with mere axes and swords they ravaged worlds and butchered millions as firearms 

seemed unable to touch them and the hell-forged armour they wore. They would continue 

to revel in their merciless savagery until their Warrior-King was slain in single combat by the 

Ordo Spathis Myrmidon Achilles XII at the battle of Kaustos, where the “Butchers of 

Blotheim” as they were called, were brought to battle by an Ordo Spathis strike force. With 

their leader dead, the bloodied horde broke and was killed to a man. Their Warrior-King left 

unnamed so that he and his deeds would be forgotten by history, though… Some say 

warbands of warriors clad in hell-forged armour still roam the Acheron sector and wreak 

carnage amongst its stars. 

 350.M36 THE GHOUL LORDS 

Hubris takes many forms. A renegade sect of the Rhuhr Mechanicus attempt to conquer 

death in order to gain knowledge on how the Golden Throne on Terra can be repaired, so the 

Emperor-Omnissiah may walk amongst his people once again. All they achieve is learning the 

fell and terrible knowledge on how to create living corpses. These “Ghoul Lords” attempt to 



pass the unliving simulacra they create as great discoveries that will advance the Adeptus 

Mechanicus knowledge and eventually allow them to breathe new life into the Emperor-

Omnissiah! They are declared Hereticus Perdita for their hubris and sentenced to death by 

bionic removal. The Ghoul Lords respond violently to any attempts to arrest them with their 

undead servants which sparks a war within Rhuhr itself, were the living and the dead clash in 

brutal battles upon Rhuhrs red sands not seen since the Age of Darkness. The Ghoul Lords 

and their unliving armies are eventually defeated and forced to flee into the unknown 

reaches of distant Cocytus. 

 666.M36 THE TERROR OF PALMYRA 

Contact is abruptly lost with Palmyra, a highly productive industrial world in the Trajanis sub-

sector and a center for culture and art within Acheron as all astropathic communication from 

the world ceases and all messages sent to it go unanswered. Fearing the worst the Mars class 

Battlecruiser Light of Salvation is dispatched alongside a force of Merovingian Solars and 

Knights of St. Santiago. What they discover is the grave of 5 billion souls. As Palmyras 

gardens have been turned into ossuaries, its opera houses into charnel houses and it’s 

cathedrals into altars to atrocities with no sign of war or violence upon the world. What few 

pict-recordings and datalogs that can be salvaged from dormant cogitation systems speak of 

“monsters in the night” and “midnight armoured horrors”. The incident is logged as a tragedy 

and Palmyra is scheduled for recolonization, but the colonists suffer the same fate as the 

native Palmyrans. The pattern repeats itself three times until the Imperium declares the 

world Perdita and places it under strict quarantine.    

 816.M36 THE GENEUCH WARS  

The eugenics lords of Dis in their effort to perfect mankind with their gene-forging 

experiments attempt to create the perfect obedient soldier that will surpass even the Space 

Marines in martial might. The resulting creations are the “Geneuchs” a vat-grown race of 

abhuman super-soldiers, who to ensure absolute loyalty are born dimwitted and without the 

ability to reproduce. When unveiled to the sector at large, the Genetors of Rhuhr and Ordo 

Hereticus declare the creations abominations and demand their destruction. The lords of Dis 

refuse and are excommunicated for their defiance. This sparks the Geneuch wars, a series of 

conflicts engulfing the sub-sector of Baraddur for most of a century, where the Geneuchs are 

proven to be effective warriors, if slow-witted and supremely blood-thirsty. The conflict 

comes to an end with the Scouring of Dis, where nearly the planets entire population is 

exterminated on Inquisitorial Mandate, for fear of further genetic tampering and deviancy in 

the population, via concentrated orbital bombardments and atomic purging. The planet is 

recolonized in the following centuries. The Geneuchs and the secrets to create them are 

believed to be destroyed in the conflict. 

 060.M37 THE ZAITH SCHISM 

For millennium, the sinister Psykana-Templar Order of Zaith has dwelt in their hidden 

planetoid sized asteroid-temple, Astramort, training battle-psykers for the Imperiums armies. 

While these psychic warriors have fought with distinction in the Emperors armies, darkness 

has always dwelled in their hearts and in the first decades of M37, that darkness grew to 

engulf them as the Order of Zaith turns from the Emperors light to harness the powers of 

Chaos and the Warp for their own ends.  This betrayal and the further betrayals of loyal 

Imperial subjects to the cause of the “Dark Lords of Zaith” sparked a bloody four decade long 

war that ravaged over half of Acheron. The Dark Lords of Zaith are finally defeated above the 



forest moon of Nestor in a three day long battle in the void where Battlefleet Acheron and its 

allies from Rhuhrs Basilikon Astra and the Strike Cruisers Ophidian Gulf of the Black Templars 

and Doomstar of the Solar Knights shatter the Zaithites renegade fleet. While the Astramort 

manages to escape, it will be millennium until the Dark Lords of Zaith are capable of 

mustering a force of equal size again. 

 104.M37 THE CASTIGATION  

In the aftermath of the Zaith Schism, the trust towards Psykers all but vanished in Acheron 

society. To see such a large body of militant psykers turn away from the Imperium and 

become its enemy stirred hatred in the hearts of Acherons populace. Pogroms where 

enacted, witch burnings and wyrd-lynchings became a common occurrence. The flames were 

fanned by Cardinal Borza, an outspoken mono-dominant that considered Psykers an 

anathema that needed to be purged. Cardinal Borza and his followers enacted a minor 

crusade to scour the Psyker menace from the sector and the death toll of Psykers in Acheron 

affected the sectors infrastructure, communications began to break down as Astropaths 

where burned as witches and the Black Ships themselves were denied their tithe and even in 

some cases, raided. Eventually, Lord-Governor Malateas of Acheron and the Sector-Synod 

declared Cardinal Borza excommunicate traitoris for denying the Imperium its rightful tithe 

and sends a punitive force to bring him to trial. Cardinal Borza meanwhile declares the 

sentence as unjust and that the entire sector needs to be purged from the heretics and 

malcontents that would stop him and his followers from their holy work. The ensuring war of 

faith sees Borzas forces driven back to the shrine world of Merovingia, where the 

increasingly more desperate Cardinal strikes a dark bargain to win the war. Borza is gifted the 

secret of manufacturing Geneuchs from an unknown source and while it does not win him 

the war, it drags out the conflict over many decades and ravages more worlds before the 

heretic Cardinal is clapped in irons and burned at the stake with his surviving followers in 

front the Basilica Ignis Promethea. 

 666.M37 THE DEATH OF SOLTHIN PRIME  

On the peaceful world of Solthin Prime a mining conglomerate digs deep into the worlds 

crust and discovers an ancient tomb made of blackest obsidian. Thinking they have found 

forgotten riches, the miners open the tomb only to awaken the ancient denizens therein. 

Legions of metallic creatures emerge from their slumber in vaults deep beneath the soil and 

scour Solthin Prime of all life until all that remains is an empty rock in the void. With Solthin 

Prime dead, the creatures return to their vaults and resume their slumber. 

 758.M37 THE FIRST HOUSE WARS 

Outline: House Medraut dindunuffin. 

 666.M38 DARK APOTHEOSIS 

Outline: Mecha-Hitler becomes Sauron. 

 894.M38 INQUISITOR KHALI’S LAST STAND  

Within a hidden asteroid-starfort, the Rhuhr Mechanicus attempted a dangerous experiment 

in making technology that harnesses warp energy as a power-supply. If successful, this new 

power-source would greatly enhance engines, weapons and reactors. Shortly after the first 

trial run of an experimental warp/plasma reactor, all contact is lost with the starfort. 

Inquisitor Khali of the Ordo Machinum, once a tech-priestess of the Rhuhr Mechanicus 

herself traveled to investigate the ill-boding silence of the starfort. What the Inquisitor found 

was a place of madness, warped and twisted as clay-figurines in the hands of a wicked child, 



with denizens equally mutated and warp maddened.  Immediately beset and cutoff from her 

vessel, the Inquisitor and her remaining Acolytes are forced to initiate the starforts self-

destruct sequence and martyr themselves to prevent the madness aboard from spreading. 

 128.M39 THE PLAGUES OF MISRAIYM 

The world of Misraiym, primary recruitment world for the Void Stalkers Space Marine 

chapter is struck suddenly by strange, otherworldly plagues from the pages of the 

Ecclesiarchys holy books. From boils, to swarms of blood-locusts, mad grox disease and other 

strange ills ravage the world for years. The Void Stalkers attempt to aid the populace of their 

domain, but are chastised by the Ecclesiarchy as the wise within the Ministorum has taken 

these plagues to be the divine judgment of the God-Emperor of himself upon the worlds sins 

and that interference would incur His wrath. The Void Stalkers defy the will of the 

Ecclesiarchy and give what succor they can to their subjects, but despite their efforts the 

world and its populace dies a slow agonizing death in front of their augmented eyes. For their 

actions, they are sentenced to undertake a penitent crusade for denying the will of the God-

Emperor as ruled by the Ecclesiarchy and enforced by the guns of the Solar Knights chapter 

fleet. This judgment will sow a seething hatred in the hearts of the Void Stalkers which will 

reap a terrible fruit. 

 158.M39 THE GATES OF KHARON OPENS  

Outline: Karybdis is discovered and people go mad for profit. 

 228. M39 THE SECOND HOUSE WARS 

Outline: House Medraut and House Bendraig shit all over the sector part deux: electric 

bogaloo 

 376.M39 THE DEBASEMENT OF ANGELS 

After centuries of suffering under their penitent crusade having embittered and fueled 

hatred in their hearts against the God-Emperor and his works, the Void Stalkers finally decide 

that enough is enough and that this unjust punishment must end. Upon the shrine world of 

Vespertine, they declare themselves free of the God-Emperors judgment and demand their 

own restitution towards the injustices perpetrated towards them in His name. With 

bombardment cannon and chainsword they plunder and burn Vespertines cities of its riches 

and are reborn as the Void Princes in the blood of ministorum priests and pilgrims as they 

baptize themselves as a renegade Astartes chapter, free of the Imperiums yoke. When the 

Void Princes renegade fleet departs from Vespertines orbit, they leave the world a ravaged 

husk of its past glory, stripped of its riches and its people enslaved. The head of the planets 

Cardinal-Regent is left crowned with thorns atop a defaced statue of St. Promethea with his 

highest clergy crucified and left to slowly die around him in their thousands. A grim 

statement of their future as the monsters the Ecclesiarchy had created. 

 347.M40 THE THIRD HOUSE WARS 

Outline: Because the third time shitting all over everything has to be the charm. Highlights: 

300 Myrmidons reenact Battle of Thermopylae vs House Akamenid forces. 

 589.M40 THE CULT-MILITANT WARS 

Military orders dedicated to the religious cults in Acheron have always been common, some 

having official positions and support, such as the Myrmidons of the Ordo Spathis relationship 

with the Adeptus Mechanicus, while the orders dedicated to the Imperial Cult are far more 

informal in their allegiance. Due to the decree passive, all such militant orders are dedicated 

to specific Saints in the Imperial Cult, but not formally part of the Ecclesiarchy and have a 



unique place in Acheron society, as they exist in a grey-area of legality were breaks against 

the Decree passive can mean heresy and penance, or worse. Because of this, tensions and 

outright violence between the Cult-Militants are common, though rarely large in scope. In 

mid M40 a new Cult-Militant rose to prominence on Merovingia, the Templar Order 

Stormborn, mute giants clad in gold and azure armor wielding enormous warhammers. They 

violently persecute the myriad of other Cult-Militant Orders that form the basis for 

Merovingias chivalric armies as heretics and iconoclasts breaking with the Decree Passive. 

The inevitable retribution of the other Cult-Militant orders and ruthless exploitation of the 

situation for personal gain lead to open war occurring between the various orders and 

conflict engulfs Merovingia and its solar system for several years. The conflict escalates to 

the point that the Myrmidons of the Ordo Spathis become involved, called upon grounds of 

an oath of brotherhood to the Void-Knight Order of St. Santiago. Eventually, it is revealed 

that the Templar Order of Stormborn are Geneuchs, bred by overzealous Priests in the 

Merovingian Ecclesiarchy to remove Cult-Militants that are considered problematic and 

political rivals in the Ecclesiarchy. Once that treachery is revealed, the Cult-Militants band 

together to exterminate the Stormborn and hand their masters over to the Ordo Hereticus.  

 330.M41 THE PSYBRID REBELLION  

Outline: Spooky psychic xenos makes horrific man/alien abominations on Neo-Angelis, Lord 

Malus ensues. 

 406.M41 THE MISRAYIM INCURSION 

Outline: Pater Noctis causes and/or stops a major daemonic incursion on Misrayim. 

 600.M41 RISE OF THE ZAITH EMPEROR 

After a long period of internal power struggles in the hidden domains of the dark lords of 

Zaith, the ruthless Lord Ophid rises to become the Grandmaster of the order. But Lord 

Ophids ambitions are far greater than becoming a mere Grandmaster of the Order of Zaith, 

he has his eyes upon a far greater prize. Declaring himself “Emperor of Acheron”, Lord Ophid 

assembles the Dark Lords of Zaith and commands them to bolster their numbers for war as 

he bargains and cajoles other renegades to his cause with promises of power and vengeance 

against the Corpse-Emperor, even traitor legionnaire warbands are drawn to his cause. The 

masters of Acheron notice an increase in piratical activity where the Black Ships and psyker 

tithe is stolen, but the true insidiousness behind these mass-kidnappings is never foreseen. 

 634.M41 WITCHES SABBATH 

Outline: Pater Noctis starts a cult, gathers a shitload of rogue psykers, sorcerors and other 

chaos worshipping dicks in place and kills them all as things go south. 

 666.M41 THE ZAITHITE BLACK CRUSADE 

After decades of planning and preparing, the Zaithites under “Emperor” Ophid had gathered 

an enormous force. Consisting of an Order of Zaith bolstered to unprecedented numbers, 

several Traitor Astartes warbands, uncounted renegade Imperial Guardsmen and the largest 

pirate fleet ever assembled in Acheron. These were only the Zaithites conventional troops, 

hordes of daemons and warp beasts could be summoned to the field and legions of daemon 

engines stood ready to wreak havoc amongst the stars. When this army of madmen, warrior-

sorcerers and traitors was unleashed on Acheron it came completely unexpected. The 

Zaithite Black Crusade threatened to engulf the entire sector and throw it back into darkness 

and barbarism under the rule of a mad Sorcerer-king who deigns himself Emperor. The Black 

Crusade lasted for a mere 6 years, but it is considered among the bloodiest conflicts in 



Acheron, only rivaled by the ruthless carnage wreaked by Warboss Zogstikk the Impala five 

millennium prior, as it butchered worlds, burned cities and shattered orbitals. The war is 

ended when the broken body of the Zaithite Emperor is hurled down a chasm upon the 

Astramort by Lord-Inquisitor Malus of the Ordo Hereticus, whom personally lead an 

Inquisitorial Kill-team into the Zaithites dark asteroid-temple. The Astramort manages to 

evade destruction, but the death of Lord Ophid shatters the Zaithite Black Crusade and the 

unity of the Order of Zaith and the now leaderless traitor warbands fall to fighting amongst 

themselves, making them easy targets for a battered, but not broken Acheron Militarum to 

cast out. 

 693.M41 THE IONIAN CRISIS 

Outline: Walfreia strikes a deal with several Eldar factions to stop the largest Genestealer cult 

uprising in Acherons history, nearly gets purged for it. 

 735.M41 THE IRON WARS 

From the outer reaches come the Iron Host, a former Explorator fleet changed and reborn 

into vile half-man half-xenotech creatures after coming into contact with a xenos artifact in 

the halo stars. Their fleet descend upon the famine stricken world of Dis like vultures on 

carrion in a frenzied attack. During the conflict the Iron Host releases a horrifying nano-viral 

weapon simply known as the “Iron Plague”, a disease that spreads like wildfire among 

human hosts, changing and mutating them into horrifying melds of flesh and metal with a 

ravening hunger for human blood and flesh. Such is the diseases virulence that eventually it 

starts mutating the very land itself, causing enormous flesh-metal cysts and tumours that 

further spread corruption and death. In this hellscape a fierce conflict is fought between the 

Iron Hosts, Iron Plague Infected and the Imperium. The conflict is finally ended when Dis is 

once again stricken by intense atomic purging and orbital bombardment in order to be 

cleansed which forces the Iron Host to flee to back to wherever they came from. Little is 

known why the Iron Hosts attacked Dis, or why they released the Iron Plague, but it is 

suspected they were after a xenos artifact of great power hidden on Dis. 

 740.M41 THE PALMYRAN BLOOD HUNT 

 743.M41 DARK EMPIRE 

With Acheron weakened and exhausted by several bloody wars, the Astramort appears in 

orbit over the industrial world of Horuset and it is swiftly subjugated alongside the worlds of 

three neighboring systems in the fringes of the Acheron sector, bordering the outer reaches, 

with Horuset renamed into Zaith Imperialis. The surviving members of the Order of Zaith 

have once more been unified after their near-disillusion after the Zaithite Black Crusade by 

the eight most powerful Zaith lords rather than a Zaith Emperor. The Zaithite conquests are 

quickly turned into a dark mirror of the Acheron sector, where the Zaithites manage to 

convince a cult of the Dark Mechanicus to create hell-forge on one of their worlds. They even 

manage to seduce the minor knight house of Eskariot to their side, the once noble knights 

becoming infamously known as the “Black Knights of Eskariot”. While miniscule in 

comparison to Acheron and especially the Imperium itself, the Dark Empire of Zaith is a 

cancerous tumor who will spread poison all throughout Acheron unless stopped. 

 870.M41 SHADOW OF THE GREAT DEVOURER  

In the centuries between the First and Second Tyrannic war, scouting bioships are detected 

in the rimward edge of Acheron, preceding what is later to be known as a splinter-fleet of 

Hive Fleet Kraken. With fresh memories from the First Tyrannic war in neighboring Ultramar 



panic erupts among the war-savants of the Militarum Strategos. The Ultramarines chapter 

and their allies barely managed to defeat Behemoth, how could Acheron stand against such a 

foe? As the Militarum Strategos were paralyzed with fear and unable to act, it would be 

Chapter-Master Lucifer Arminius of the Solar Knights, Lord-Admiral Mordechai Vex and 

Grandmaster Andronika Athanatos of Legio Seruatorbus who finally cracks the nut of how 

they are to defeat the Tyranids: Hammer-and-Anvil tactics on a planetary scale, with the 

combined fleets of Battlefleet Acheron and the Solar Knights forming the hammer striking 

the Tyranids against the anvil of the Legio Seruatorbus and its auxilia, their ambitious plan is 

named “Operation Herakles” after a mythical figure who accomplished impossible tasks. 

Astrographic augury, Strategic prognostication and consultation of the Emperors Tarot 

reveals that the full strength of the splinter fleet, dubbed Hive Fleet Nemean, will arrive 

within the next five years following an easily predicted path from the Rimward edge of 

Acheron. The agri-world of Gethsemane’s Hope is chosen as the battlefield, its bountiful 

biomass making it something that the entire Hivefleet will concentrate upon to consume. 

However, it was not a choice without consequences as it meant a handful of worlds in the 

Tyranids path would be consumed before they would reach it, a necessary sacrifice in order 

to secure the entire sector. Over the next five years Operation Herakles is prepared as its 

three commander’s gathers forces, prepares defenses and evacuates the civilian population. 

On the eve of the battle of Gethsemane’s Hope, Operation Herakles was the largest 

concentration of troops in Acherons history and the largest deployment of military assets 

since the glorious days of the Promethea Crusade with nearly the entirety of Legio 

Seruatorbus strength deployed, a staggering 90 God-Machines, all of the Warlord class, the 

entirety of the Solar Knights chapter a distinctly non-codex compliant 5’000 battle-brothers, 

their chapter fleet and the entire strategic disposition of Battlefleet Acheron. Fighting by 

their side were two warfleets from Rhuhrs Basilikon Astra, the Planetary Defense fleet of 

Gethsemane’s Hope, billions of Imperial Guardsmen mustered from all over the sector and 

an equally impressive number of Skitarii, vast hosts of combat servitors and Battle-Automata 

from the Legio Cybernetica, thousands of Imperial Knights from Acherons Knightly houses 

and entire crusades from the Cult Mechanicus and Ecclesiastic Frateris Militia. It was a force 

to conquer sectors and shatter empires now poised to break the teeth of the Great 

Devourer. Once Hivefleet Nemean arrived in system it was allowed to commit fully to 

launching its invasion before the Imperium launched its counter attack. While the Hivefleet 

threw itself upon the guns of Operation Herakles ground forces, its fleet assets would 

hammer it from behind, trapping it between a fully committed ground campaign and void 

battle. The plan was sound, but unprepared for the sheer scale of the Tyranid threat. The 

battle was estimated to take 3 weeks, it dragged on for 13 grueling months were the once 

verdant world of Gethsemane’s Hope was turned into a toxic, radioactive quagmire as world-

burning and desolation protocols not employed since the Great crusade were used to 

combat the Tyranid threat. Vortex bombs, rad-scour missiles, grey matter plagues and the 

last remaining Phosphex weapons in Acherons vast armoriums where depleted in Operation 

Herakles. God-machines dueled with Bio-Titans as infantry were locked in deadly combat 

with Gaunts and Genestealers. Thousands of previously unknown tyrannoforms were 

codified and data-collated as they fell into the sights of the Skitarii as thousands more would 

remain nameless horrors and Knights fought with monstrous tyrannoforms as knights fought 

dragons in mankind’s past. The battle finally came to an end when Legio Seruatorbus 



surviving God-Engines made a spearhead charge alongside a thousand Imperial Knights into 

the primary nest of the alien fiends and scoured them from the world. As the Hivefleet, 

depleted of their ground forces and precious biomass attempted to flee the gravitic pull of 

Gethsemane’s Hope the hammer of Battlefleet Acheron fell and the aliens were blasted into 

ruin. The Imperium was victorious and Operation Herakles was successful, but the cost was 

insurmountable. Billions of lives had been lost,  hundreds of thousands of precious 

warmachines were scrap, thirty God-Engines had fallen in the fighting and hundreds of 

warships were either burning hulks caught in Gethsemane’s orbit or would need decades in 

dry-docks for repairs. Likewise, the Solar Knights had been reduced, with two thousand 

battle-brothers dead or severely wounded, many without their precious progenoids 

recovered. Gethsemane’s Hope itself would nevermore be a habitable world, the 

tyrannoforming during the fighting and apocalyptic scale of weapons deployment has 

rendered it a radioactive husk of a planet, with enormous toxic zones, rad-belts and 

phosphex fires that refuse to burn out. The Imperium in Acheron was victorious, but it would 

take centuries to heal the wounds suffered during Operation Herakles and as reports from 

other areas of the Imperium would tell, Hivefleet Nemean was merely one amongst many 

and the Tyranids are without number. 

 900.M41 THE CURSED WORLD 

REGIONS OF ACHERON 

Baraddur Deeps (Dis) 

The Iron Stars (Eisenstiern) 

Olympianus (Promethea, Rhuhr) 

Solomons Wake (Merovingia) 

Trajanis (Nihondes) 

The Kharonite Stars / “The Rimward Regions” (Arcturus) 



REKNOWNED WORLDS OF ACHERON 

 
Arcturus 
Space Dixie the Hive-world meets Post-apocalyptia. 
 
Blotheim 
Korgoth of Barbaria THE PLANET 
 
Eisenstiern 
Imperial Nazi Space Germany and truckloads of Wagner. 
 
Nihondes 
Cyberpunk Imperial Japan, with SPESS SAMURAI. 
 
Rhuhr 
Byzantine+Ancient Greece Ad.Mech Capital Forgeworld. 
 
Promethea 
Once glorious Sector capitol now fallen into disrepair, irrelevance and shit. 
 
Avalon 
Homeworld for House Bendraig. Verdant and pleasant as fuck. Also dragons.  
 
Lucan 
Homeworld for House Medraut. Mountains, picturesque alp valleys and LODS OF EMONE. 
 
Merovingia 
Chivalrous Space France, Sector-Synod Capitol, Shrine World and center of many religious shitstorms. 
 
Dis (Mogadis) 
Decadent Black Metal Space Persians, Super-Eugenics and atomic-deserts. 
 
Kolumbeia 
Glorious spess ww2 America and eternal frontier world AND MANIFEST FUCKING DESTINY. 
 
Misrayim 
Post-ten plagues apoc space Egypt and spooky plague monsters. 
 
Vespertine 
Robber barons, scavengers and Church-Fortresses. 
 
Palmyra 
Because exploring Perdita Obscurus declared worlds is a fucking grand idea when three colonization 
attempts turned into meat on the butchers block, isn’t it? Fucking PC’s. 
 
Bellerophon 
Acherons cultural center, spess-Ancient Greece, land of mighty heroes, vile monsters and seat of the 
Ordo Spathis 
 
Kamlan 
Knightly tournaments in giant robots with Queen as the soundtrack. 



Stuuksahl 
Slaughterhive V 
 
Aegis 1 
Fortressworld, Planetary favorite past-time; trolling the fuck out of the Tau 
 
Bismut 
Coolest mining world ever. 
 
Gethsemanes Hope 
RAD-BELTS, TOX-ZONES, PHOSPHEX FIRES, GREY MATTER PLAGUES AND TYRANNOFORMING AND 
SHIT TONS OF OLD LOOT. 
 
The Nomad Flotilla 
TOTALLY NOT VOIDBORN NOT!QUARIANS AND SPACE GYPSIES. 
 
Port Faust 
Ill-fortuned city among the stars and base for Battle fleet Acheron 
 
Blashyrk 
Icy and brutal deathworld with valuable mineral and crystal wealth. Also, giant ice monsters n shiet. 
 
Neo-Angelis 
John Carpenter’s Escape from New York+Los Angeles the penal colony 
 
POWERS WITHIN THE SECTOR 
 
Frateris Transencia/Frateris Mechanicum/Transcendent Brotherhood 
 
House Krüger (Eisenstiern) 
 
House Sonai (Nihondes) 
 
House Akamenid (Dis) 
 
House Quitainé (Merovingia) 
 
House Antietam/House Cenedi (Arcturus/Kolumbeia) 
 
Knight House Bendraig 
The largest Knight House in Acheron, closely followed in size and influence by the rival House 
Medraut. House Bendraigs power and influence comes from their allegiance to the Frateris 
Mechanicum having served them in every major war and conflict the Frateris Mechanicum has 
undertook in its seven thousand year history. Indeed, so close are the ties between House Bendraig 
and the Frateris Mechanicum that they are frequently called the Frateris velvet gloved gauntlet. As a 
rule, the green and gold livery of House Bendraig Knights can always be seen wherever Frateris 
forces are deployed and they have a significant spread of Households in the never-ending war in the 
Illiadic front. Born in a time of legends and darkness, House Bendraig traces their line back to Uthyr 
Bendraig the Dragon knight, a legendary figure in the murky past of their homeworld Avalon, during 
the Old Night, renowned for having tamed an enormous dragon he rode into battle, to defend 
Avalons early human settlers from pirates, xenos and worse until the Knights were introduced.  
 



Knight House Medraut 
>House Bendraig 
>Green and gold colours, dragon facing the Opus Machina for heraldry, AdMech aligned house 
>Closely tied to the dominant local AdMech cult in the homebrew sector I run games in, commonly 
referred as the local AdMechs "velvet gloved gauntlet"  
>Have a high amount of Knight engines of exceptional quality and highly skilled Sacristans and a lot of 
political clout and influence because of this alliance 
>Traces their line back to Uthyr Bendraig, a legendary dragonrider on their homeworld during the 
Old Night 
 
>House Medraut 
>Imperial Aligned house, red and gold colours, lions head heraldic device 
>Richest house in the sector due to the great mineral wealth of their homeworld and close ties to 
local trading conglomorates 
>Very pious adherents of the Imperial Faith with strong ties to the Ecclesiarchy and are frequently 
assisting in its many crusades and calls to arms in the warzones across the sector, so much that 
they've been referred too as a "Crusader House" 
 
>House Bendraig and House Medraut have always had a strained relationship due to many factors, 
but it blossomed to hatred and revulsion during the Battle of Kamlan, where in the fog of war and 
confusion of that battle, an infamous case of (supposed) friendly fire occurs and both the current 
leaders of both houses end up slain, their knights falling nearly in the same spot 
>Both houses accuse the other for having attempted to murder their leader and strike the Imperium 
in the back and consider each other the vilest of heretics and traitors 
>The two houses have not come to blows only because of the efforts of the other arms of the 
Imperium keeping them from each other 
League of Free-Captains 
 
Order of the Silver Raven 
Valkyrie styled militant Adepta Sororitas. 
 
The Ordo Spathis 
A secretive order of cybernetic warriors formally considered part of the many numbered legions of 
Skitarii, the Myrmidons of the Ordo Spathis serve the Machine-God as cyber-templars and elite close 
combat troops in the armies of the Rhuhr Mechanicum. However, unlike their Skitarii brethren the 
Ordo Spathis and its Myrmidons are not slaves to the tech-priests but serve as an independent arm, 
much like the Ordo Reductor.   
 

 

  



The Khthonic Conclave 

 
 

Formed in 144.M41 by Lord-Inquisitor Malus of the Ordo Hereticus, the Khthonic conclave stands as 
the only formalized association of Inquisitors in the Five Rivers region on the Eastern Fringe. Founded 
to watch over the Acheron sector and act as a way for the Holy Ordos to share information and 
cooperate, which has been far from a simple task to achieve. As the inner politics of the conclave 
have been incredibly tumultuous. No less than two of its previous members have been sentenced 
and executed by Lord-Inquisitor Malus for radicalism most foul and infighting and bickering has made 
the membership roster of the conclave constantly fluctuate until recently. The only constant has 
been its founder, Lord-Inquisitor Malus, serving as the Grandmaster of the conclave and 
representative of the Ordo Hereticus. While the current representatives of the Ordo Xenos and Ordo 
Malleus are among the longest serving for either Ordo in the conclave, they do not present any form 
of unified front with Lord Malus against the enemies within, without or beyond. While some inter-
Ordo operations are conducted and information is shared it always carries an air of tension, as 
suspicion and distrust is the rule rather than the exception. As the last century of the dark 
millennium dawns, it seems likely the suspicions of heresies real and imagined the Inquisitors hold of 
each other will likely cause some dangerous conflict to erupt openly as war within the shadows is 
already waged between the agents of the Inquisitors.   

  



Lord-Inquisitor Malus of the Ordo Hereticus, Grandmaster of the Khthonic Conclave 
Elevated to Office: 969.M40  
Philosophy: Amalathian 
Resources: Vast (140~ish 
Influence) 
Fortresses & Facilities: The 
Executor, The Tyrants Citadel  -
Port Faust 
Known Agents: Phobos (Culexus 
Temple Assassin), Interrogator 
Lucius Verus, the Blackwatch, 
the Eye of Malus 
Web of Influence: Virtually all 
encompassing in Acheron, but 
particularly the Ecclesiarchy, 
Astra Telepathica, Imperial Navy 
and Adeptus Arbites have close 
ties to Malus. 
Unique Traits: Often 
accompanied by a squad of 
Sisters of Silence, frequently 
deals with issues personally, has 
a lot of Interrogators/Explicators 
that operates an intelligence 
agency/secret police 
Preferred targets: Witches & 
Sorcerors, psyker-cults and the 
profane. 
Infamous deeds: Purgation of 
the Neo-Angelis Psybrids, killing 

the Zaith Emperor in personal combat, the exterminatus of Altharan  
Nemesis: The Empire of Zaith, Alexander Bonaparte, Archon-Solar & Governor-Regent of Acheron, 
Belshezzar the Beguiler Exalted Sorceror of the Thousand Sons  
 
The most infamous man in all of Acheron and perhaps all of the Five Rivers. For a thousand years has 
Malus served the God-Emperor, putting billions of witches, heretics, mutants, traitors, the innocent 
and the guilty alike to the pyre in His name. For a thousand years has Malus consolidated his power 
and made his mark upon the history of the sector, one bloody deed at a time. Arguably the most 
powerful man in Acheron, his web of influence has seeped into the deepest cracks of Acherons 
underworld. Lord Malus has become a figure of dark legend and terrifying myth, spoken of in hushed, 
frightened whispers lest his considerable wrath and baleful attention be drawn upon you. A fear that 
is very genuine, as his Acolytes and agents are spread far and wide in the sector and many a would 
be rebel leader, or sorcerer of the Arch-enemy has found their citadels and holdfasts torn down by 
the Lord-Inquisitor himself based on information gathered by his considerable spy network. It is said 
that an Inquisitors chief weapons are fear and surprise, two weapons Lord Malus has honed to a 
keen edge over his unnaturally long life. 

While Lord Malus is the most public Inquisitor of the conclave, as he believes his fearsome reputation 
and the knowledge of what his wrath brings is enough to quash nearly all rebellions start. Much of 
his career, particularly his early career is still shrouded in mystery and deceit. But what is known is 
enough to chill the blood of even the most loyal of the God-Emperors servants. Such as the horrific 

Lord-Inquisitor Malus at the purgation of Neo-Angelis during the psybrid rebellion 330.M41 



injuries he sustained while executing his former master, Inquisitor Kenobus, who turned to Xanthism 
and nearly brought an entire world to ruin, rendered him in need of advanced life-support systems 
and extensive cybernetic rebuilding. While it extended his life enormously, it leaves him in a state of 
constant pain and agony. Some of his fellow Inquisitors suspect that this constant state of suffering 
has only made Malus more dangerous, as it is noted his already formidable psychic ability reached a 
new level of focus and directed hatred after the fateful duel with his old master. Lord Malus is also 
among one of the very from Acheron to have stepped foot on Holy Terras blessed soil, having visited 
the throne world for some unknown purpose in 142.M41, some believe he served a term as 
Inquisitorial Representative in the Senatorum Imperialis, others that he was blessed with being 
allowed into the presence of the Golden Throne. Many similar rumours surround Lord Malus Terran 
visit, but to its details he remains tight-lipped. What is known however that is upon his return to 
Acheron he founded the Khthonic conclave and took to his work with the zeal of an angry tyrant. As 
is particularly evident in how he took to the field personally to deal with the Psybrid rebellion on 
Neo-Angelis 330.M41. Where a horrific xenos race had infected the penal colony with alien genetic 
material, creating abhorrent psychic monstrosities that may have threatened the entire sector. 

While Lord Malus is not afraid to purge the enemy personally, indeed he seems to relish at the idea 
of storming the palaces of rebellious governors and similar heretics to grant them the Emperors 
judgment. He is but one man and much of his power comes not from his personal might, but from an 
extensive network of spies, informants and acolytes. Such is its size, it has been extensively 
formalized. Operating similarly to an intelligence agency and a secret police, the so called ‘Eye of 
Malus’ is as feared as the Adeptus Arbites, but brings the Emperors light to the darkest places in 
Acheron through guile and spycraft, rather than with shock-maul and combat shotgun. It has served 
Lord Malus very well and served as a training ground for at least three Inquisitors that have been 
under Lord Malus tutelage as Interrogators. 

As a sign of his favour with the Senatorum Imperialis, Lord Malus has been seconded a Culexus 
Temple Assassin into his service, as well as access to the Null-Maidens of the Sisters of Silence. As 
rogue psykers, witches and sorcerors are Lord Malus favored targets. Thus, it is not rare to see him 
accompanied by them, where he displays the immensity of his willpower in displaying very little 
discomfort around such soulless servants of the God-Emperor. 

Perhaps the foremost dreaded weapon in Lord Malus arsenal, beside his coterie of psychic nulls, is 
his personal void-ship The Executor. A Repulsive class Grand cruiser that dates back to the halcyon 
days of the Great Crusade. Powerfully armed and armored with several archaeotech systems as all 
vessels of its accursed class, it is however the fact that it carries Exterminatus class weaponry of 
several different types that makes it such a feared vessel in Acheron. As Malus has used it to kill a 
world at least twice, the most infamous of the two cases being the exterminatus of the world 
Altharan. Infamous because whatever the reasons for the Exterminatus, the investigation and 
judgment that declared the worlds death have been locked away, with access given only to Lord 
Malus himself and the remains of Altharan declared perdita. Whatever the reasons, for Lord Malus to 
react in such a manner the threat on Altharan that was destroyed with its exterminatus must’ve been 
dire.  

  



Inquisitor Minerva Athene Walfreia of the Ordo Xenos 
Elevated to Office: 663.M41 
Philosophy: Xenos Hybris 
Resources: Remarkable (100~ish 
influence) 
Fortresses & Facilities: Fortress 
Hekate - Bellerophon  
Known Agents: Tempestor Hirdir, The 
“Einherjar”, Asphodel the Accuser 
Web of Influence: The Eisenstiern 
Schola Progenium, Rogue Trader 
Dynasties of the Karybdis Abyss, 
unorthodox Xenologis & Biologis 
factions within the Rhuhr Adeptus 
Mechanicus 
Unique Traits: Skilled genetor and 
creator of her own super-soldier 
program; the Einherjar, maintains 
large collections of esoteric artifacts 
of xenos origin, maintains suspiciously 
close ties with the Corsair Eldar in Five 
Rivers particularly the “Grey Spire” 

faction 
Preferred targets: Genestealer Cults, Ork warlords and Cold-Traders 
Infamous deeds: The Attican purges, the Bellerophon genetrocities, the Moirai Pact 
Nemesis: Eredruin, Lord of Outermost Darkness and Prince of Empty Night 

The most junior Inquisitor of the Khthonic triad and representative of the Ordo Xenos in the conclave 
and adherent to a branch of the Xenos Hybris philosophy. As a psyker, she believes in order for 
mankind to ascend into a fully psychic race without falling into damnation, it is necessary for the 
Imperium to learn from the mistakes and wisdoms of other psychic races, particularly the Eldar. Their 
follies and hubris must be used for the betterment of mankind, not seen as alien lies intended to 
beguile mankind into slavery, as the history of mankind mirrors the history of the Eldar to an 
unsettling degree. As such she is Acherons and perhaps the Five Rivers greatest expert on the ancient 
xenos, their history, myths and biology. Indeed, the deed she is most (in)famous for in the Conclave 
is the so called “Moirai Pact”. A pact of mutual cooperation and intelligence sharing struck during the 
Ionian crisis of 693.M41 with the Harlequin Shadowseer Maeve Mistweaver and the Corsair Prince 
Cirthein the Ship-wright. While Inquisitor Walfreia has been fiercely criticized for the pact and was 
nearly branded as a xenophile by Lord-Inquisitor Malus, the fact that the pact has not been broken 
by either Harlequin or Corsair for 207 years, Inquisitor Walfreia has declared is the only defense the 
pact and her actions needs.  

Connected to her infamy from the Moirai pact is Inquisitor Walfreias well-known hatred and 
particular revulsion for the Corsair Prince Eredruin. The exact details of what caused the feud is 
unknown, however it is said that Eredruin, intending to be one of the signers of the pact felt slighted 
by its particulars and vowed to bring ruin upon the Inquisitor for her arrogance. Which has led to the 
Inquisitor and Corsair Prince being embroiled in a centuries long violent and personal feud, where 
they destroy one another’s works and make attempts at each other’s lives with frightening regularity 
and disdain for potential collateral damage. Sordid rumours surround the Inquisitor that she knew 
the Corsair Prince far more intimately than is proper and that this is the cause for the vicious nature 

Inquisitor Walfreia and an unknown Eldar corsair, believed to be an 
emissary of the Grey Spires 



of their feud. While many would immediately discount such rumours as nothing more than baseless 
gossip, the fact that anyone who dares speculate in regards to their validity near Walfreia or her 
agents find themselves dragged to Fortress Hekate and punished in the cruelest manner imagined by 
its Excruciators. 

While studying the Eldar is her focus, Inquisitor Walfreia is deeply concerned with the Tyranid threat, 
particularly the spread of Genestealer Cults throughout the Imperium, where her focus lies in 
developing and refining bio-weapons to combat the Tyranids. Perhaps the most worrying act is not 
the Moirai pact Inquisitor Walfreia struck. But the fact that her work on bio-weapons turned her to 
gene-forging and the conclusion that the Adeptus Astartes, for all their God-Emperor blessed might 
are simply too few in number to be effective weapons against the numberless swarms of the Tyranid 
hivefleets. Thus, with the aid of Magos-Biologis Hefaistos Antipater, she created her own super-
soldier program. Superior in every way to an ordinary human, but still not near the might of a Battle-
brother of the Adeptus Astartes. Forged from suitable candidates of Schola Progenia stormtrooper 
cadets, these “Einherjar” as Walfreia calls them can be created from a much larger genetic stock than 
the Astartes and in a mere fraction of the time and equipped with  wargear of an elite force that is 
far cheaper and easier to produce. As they skirt the edges of direst heresy, the true geneforged 
nature of the Einherjar remain a closely guarded secret, however after their obviously superhuman 
combat ability during the Attican Purges, questions regarding the true nature of Inquisitor Walfreias 
personal army have arisen. Covert investigations have been launched on Bellerophon, regarding 
rumours of strange, misshapen monsters roaming the wilderness near Fortress Hekate, Inquisitor 
Walfreias base of operations.  While none have so far accused her openly of dangerous radicalism, it 
is an open secret and dangerous truth that causes some friction within the conclave. As is evident in 
the epithets “The witch of Bellerophon” “The Xenophile” and “The Mother of Monsters” she has 
been given by her peers. None, save perhaps Lord Malus himself, dare mention them in her presence 
however.  



Inquisitor “Pater Noctis” of the Ordo Malleus 
Elevated to Office: 478.M41 
Philosophy: Unknown (Oblationist) 
Resources: Unknown (90~ish influence) 
Fortresses & Facilities: Templum Draconis - 
Palmyra 
Known Agents: The Serpent, The Dragon, The 
Hydra 
Web of Influence: Unorthodox cults within the 
Ecclesiarchy, The Sin Eaters, Imperial Death 
Cults, Templars of the Black Vault 
Unique Traits: Unknown (The greatest scholar 
of daemonic and occult lore in the Five Rivers as 
well as a great collector and imprisoner of 
daemonic artifacts, unholy tomes and the 
possessed) 
Preferred targets: Cults of the Arch-enemy, 

Daemonic infestations, Inquisitorial agents 
Infamous deeds: The Farisee heresy, The Misrayim Rift, The Merovingian Witches Sabbath 
Nemesis: Lord-Inquisitor Malus of the Ordo Hereticus, Grandmaster of the Khthonic Conclave 

Little is known about the enigmatic representative of the Ordo Malleus in the Khtonic Conclave. Even 

the name he uses is a High Gothic phrase meaning “Father of Night”, which is a reference to a figure 

from Dis legend, whom is said to be the keeper of the keys to the Underworld. Which is a truly 

sinister name for someone from the Ordo that hunts the daemonic.  

The hard facts about Pater Noctis that has been gleaned, primarily by Lord Malus own investigations, 

Pater Noctis is an Inquisitor that does not smite the daemonic and unholy with daemon hammer and 

righteus wrath. He is a keeper of true names, binder of daemons and master of the arcane and 

occult. His foremost weapons against the denizens of the warp are information and ritual, striking 

them down with wards, sacred ritual and blessing. Considering Acherons relative lack of daemonic 

incursion since the formation of the conclave, his chosen tools have been most effective. 

However, he and his agents have been implicated as the perpetrators of some of the most infamous 

performances of the black arts in Acheron the past millennium. The infamous Witches Sabbath on 

Merovingia 634.M41 is considered to have been orchestrated by Pater Noctis, but no firm evidence 

has been able to be produced. But it is perhaps inevitable for such a mysterious and secretive figure 

to be surrounded by suspicion and rumours of dire heresy. 

What is known to his most trusted agents is that Pater Noctis is a follower of the Oblationist creed. 

Believing that the righteous must damn themselves by using the tools of the Archenemy in order to 

save mankinds very soul. Thus he has collected a veritable arsenal of tainted and daemonic 

weaponry, libraries of cursed tomes dedicated to vile and profane sorcery and he even creates 

heretical and daemonic cults in order to root out the truly evil and those weak willed enough to fall 

for the lies of the Archenemy. 

While Lord Malus has his suspicions about Pater Noctis and his purity, he has no solid proof. Would 

he, Pater Noctis would immediately be declared Excommunicate Traitoris and Lord Malus would see 

to it that he personally drags the elderly Inquisitor in chains to the dungeons in the Tyrants Citadel.  

The only known pict-capture of Pater Noctis 



Non-Permanent and Affiliated Conclave members throughout the Five Rivers region 
>Lucretia Verenus, ruthless bitch in command of seemingly endless xenos mercenaries and being a 
particularly grimdark Fem!Shep as filtered through ASoIaF 

>Victrix, genetor who cranks out genetrocities literally for fun and wants to create xenos slave 
species for the Imperium to use as cannon fodder, starting with the Tau 

>Chandra Adjiti, pyromancer and sanctic daemonologist whose main goals are MUH PSYCHIC RACE 
and MOAR PSY RATING. May or may not have pyrophilia 

>Malcom MacGargan, Ordo Hereticus, Professional Angry Cunt here to ensure political orthodoxy 
through kicking cunts. 

>Lord Obcultus, Ordo Malleus master of paranoia. Literally nothing about them is known.  

The Brass Spider  



THE KARYBDIS ABYSS 

Unexplored wild space rimward from Acheron bordering out into the darkness between galaxies. 
Lots of dead and living xeno empires and madness inducing isolation from the black abyss of space.  

The Morgan Dynasty: Religious fanatics and imperialist conquerors. Spends much of their time 
conquering primitive peoples, exterminating xenos and preaching the Emperors name and getting 
filthy rich on plunder. Buttbuddies with (and some say a branch of) House Medraut. (Imperial Knight 
and Ecclesiastic Allies) Space Conquistador and Spanish Empire flavor. 
Flagship: Galaxia Exorcist-class Grand Cruiser 
Warrant Holder: Captain-Solar Antonios Bastian Roboute Morgan III 
House Trait: From hardship cometh strength 

The Mercier Dynasty: Colonists and merchant men that control Space!Nassau and runs a shit ton of 
colonies and space!plantations, controls a couple of worlds with rare compounds and gets the 
majority of their revenue from that. Supplements their income by keeping pirates in check and “re-
appropriating” stolen plunder. Best buddies with the Solar Knights based on ancient charter. (Solar 
Knights Allies) East India Company meets Dis.  
Flagship: Deliverance Lunar-class Cruiser 
Warrant Holder: Governor-Admiral Eszter Barbaretta Mercier 
House Trait: Speak softly and carry a sharp knife 

The Drake Dynasty: Peerless explorers and relic hunters that spends most of their time exploring and 
charting unknown space and gets a lot of their revenue from semi-legal cold trade and ancient 
artifacts. Has strong connections with the Mechanicus who is their primary customer for xenos tech 
and artifacts as well as having suspiciously un-bellicose relationships with xenos. (Xenos mercenaries 
& Mechanicus blessings) TALLY HO CHAPS, BRITISH IMPERIAL EXPLORERS. 
Flagship: Golden Hind Dictator-class Cruiser 
Warrant Holder: Lord-Commodore Roland Theodore Drake VII 
House Trait: To boldly go where man was not meant to be 

  



ABRIDGED HISTORY OF THE KARYBDIS ABYSS 

 158.M39 THE GATES OF KHARON OPENS  

Outline: Karybdis is discovered and people go mad for profit. 

 139.M41 THE FALL OF THE HAUPSBURG DYNASTY 

Threatened by a nascent Waaaaagh!, the Rogue Trader dynasty of Haupsburg, wealthiest and 

most powerful of all dynasties in the Karybdis Abyss begin spending unimaginable sums on 

mercenaries of all stripes to hold back the maniac horde. In their desperation, they enlist the aid 

of the Eldar Corsair Eredruin, known to the Imperium as the “Storm Prince”. The alien Prince 

presents a plan that will eliminate the Orkish fleet in a master stroke in orbit over the 

strategically important world of Helot-Sigma-4 with the combined fleets of the Haupsburg and 

his own Corsairs. Commodore-Regent Kharles Haupsburg agrees to the xenos ambitious plan, 

deploying the entirety of the Haupsburg fleet in formation in orbit of Helot-Sigma 4. The Orkish 

fleet arrives as predicted and engage the Rogue Traders in a fierce naval battle, as the Orks throw 

themselves against the Haupsburg fleet with gleeful abandon. The battle rages on for almost a 

full day, leaving both fleets battered and bruised when the Corsairs arrive. The Haupsburg 

believe victory is at hand as the Eldar open fire on the Orks and rally their fleet to form up in 

formation alongside their alien allies, only to find the Stormbringer, Eredruins flagship, cripple 

several Haupsburg ships with its opening volley. The Corsairs show no mercy and leave only a 

haunted graveyard of burned out hulks and wreckage in their wake as they fall upon the battle-

weary Orkish and Rogue Trader fleets. With two rivals destroyed in one day, Eredruin the Lord of 

Outermost Darkness and Prince of Empty Night plunder the holdings of the Haupsburg Dynasty 

at his leisure, sacking their ancestral home of Castilla and enslaving the remaining scions of the 

once mighty dynasty. With their fleet broken and home burning, the remaining handful of 

Haupsburg survivors fade into obscurity and their doom becomes naught but a morality tale 

among voidsmen about the folly of trusting the alien. 

 700.M41 THE DREAMING HEART [Princes of Karybdis Campaign] 

 900.M41 THE CURSED WORLD 

 

  



WORLDS AND LOCATIONS OF KARYBDIS 

Court of Miracles (Webway Oubliette) 
A legendary location most voidsmen believe to only be a fable. It is said it is a market where anything 
can be bought and sold. Such as a prosperous future for one of your dreams, a voidship for a whisper 
or a chance to correct a horrific mistake for the life of your unborn son.  
 
Gates of Kharon & Port Kharon 
The gates to the edge of the galaxy, the Gates of Kharon is a narrow, stable and relatively safe warp-
lane in an impassable area of warp storms, gravitic anomalies, rad belts and dying stars bordering the 
Kharonite stars region of Acheron. It’s the single dangerous path connecting all of the grandeur and 
civilization of Acheron with the unexploited wilderness space in the Karybdis Abyss.  
 
As it is the only route connecting Karybdis and Acheron, the Gates of Kharon are heavily fortified. 
Acheron has many times suffered from extra-sector invasion the masters of Acheron are rightfully 
paranoid in assuming many of those origins have had their origins in the unknown space of Karybdis.  
 
Guarding the Gates is Port Kharon, a Ramillies-Alpha class Star Fort, base of the recently formed 
Battlefleet Karybdis and seat of Imperial power and authority in Karybdis. While Port Kharon 
primarily exists to serve Battlefleet Karybdis needs and to watch over the Gates of Kharon, it has 
grown to become a bustling, fortified port city in the void. All Adeptus of the Imperium can be found 
there, merchants, the ships of lesser and greater Rogue Trader houses and even the Ordo Xenos are 
open with their presence in the void-station.  
 
Despite appearances, Port Kharon marks the boundary of the Imperium and indeed, even galactic 
civilization at the furthest reaches of the Astronomicans light and many voidsmen consider it the last 
port of call before the intergalactic void. 
 
Fort Ithaka (House Mercier capitol)  
The shining jewel of House Mercier, Fort Ithaka is the most civilized world in the Abyss. While still 
small by Imperial standards (it only has one urban area), it has all the comforts of a civilized world of 
the Imperium and many of the Imperial Adeptus has a presence on the world. The world itself is a 
world similar to ancient Terra, believed by many to have been terraformed sometime in the Dark Age 
of Technology and never colonized. Most of the world has temperate and sub-tropic climate and its 
large oceans are filled with many isolated islands as the planets tectonics have broken up any major 
continents.  
 
As the capitol of House Mercier alongside its favorable position along the warp-lanes has made Fort 
Ithaka a major trading hub, with ships from every house, Adeptus and organization operating in 
Karybdis can be found in Fort Ithakas orbit. Particularly as House Mercier enforces law, but does so 
with a light, if merciless hand and reasonable trading tariffs, which makes Fort Ithaka a preferable 
place for trade compared to its main competitor, Freiborg. 
 
House Mercier itself is seated in “the Palace of Amber”, a marvel of Dis architecture built to look as if 
it is made in amber, verdigris and lapis lazuli. It’s informally known as “the Home Office”, which 
alongside the pleasant climate of Fort Ithaka can give the impression scions of House Mercier are 
weak and coddled (House Morgan is particularly of this opinion). It should always be remembered 
House Merciers fleet is a major reason piracy is not a bigger problem than it is within the Abyss and 
that their apparent soft hands always carry knives. 
 
 
 



Kordova & The Morgan Armada (House Morgan capitol) 
A harsh death world of punishing deserts, intense ionic silica-storms and dangerous macrofauna 
bathed in the bale light of a dying star. To say it is a strange place for a Rogue Trader dynasty to make 
their home base, is an understatement of the ages.  The scions of House Morgan however believe 
the harsh struggle of survival on Kordova make them a better class of Rogue Traders and the 
toughness life on Kordova beats into them allows them to endure the many dangers of conquering 
the Karybdis Abyss all the better. 
 
The benefits of suffering and harsh living notwithstanding, Kordova is a world rich in mineral wealth 
and House Morgan employs many strip mines upon the planet with some difficulty, as the intense 
storms and dangerous macro-fauna destroy men and material with frightening regularity. However, 
this is of little concern to the iron willed scions in Fortress Cevilla, House Morgans font of power and 
perhaps the most fortified location in the Abyss, who intend to mine the planet if their workers are 
forced to do so with their own bare fingers. 
 
The infamous Morgan Armada is the largest fleet in Karybdis, consisting of the grand cruiser Galaxia 
as the flagship, several cruisers and dozens of escorts and transports of various types. It is however 
rarely gathered together as one formation, with the various ships spread out conquering the stars in 
the name of the God-Emperor or transporting what little goods the House trades in Karybdis stable 
warp-lanes.  
 
Bonaventure (House Drake capitol) 
A world of fungal jungles and ancient ruins now inhabited by savages with weapons of hewn crystal, 
virulent toxins and the treasure hunters of House Drake. Many theories abound as to the origins of 
the ruins on Bonaventure, as they conform little to established paradigms within archaeotechnology 
and violent disputes have started between xeno-arcanists and archaeotechnologists over whether or 
not the ruins are xenos or human in origin. Even the origins of Bonaventures natives are as 
mysterious, little is known of them and they have been very hard to study. But they appear to be 
human or possibly abhuman and live in some form of symbiosis with cultivated types of fungi they 
use as clothes, tools and dwellings.  
 
The scions of House Drake dwell above Bonaventure in the orbital station “Ruby Star”, which 
contains within it all the wonders and artifacts in vast galleries from their voyages of exploration on 
Bonaventures surface and across the Karybdis Abyss.  
 
House Drake does maintain a token force and outpost on Bonaventures surface, but they do not 
have the sheer manpower of House Mercier or the stubborn fury of House Morgan to have tamed 
Bonaventure, so the majority of the world is still unexplored. And House Morgan themselves are not 
too proud to allow others to explore Bonaventure, for a price. 
 
Nifelheim 
Covered in a world spanning mist, the mysterious world of Nifelheim is a continuous source of 
rumour and mystery. The world is rich in resources, but all mining stations established are eventually 
driven mad. Reportedly miners and landing parties encounter former and future versions of 
themselves, horrific apparitions and other strange phenomena. 
 
Freiborg (Void Station) 
A veritable hive of scum and villainy, Freiborg is a void-station built into an asteroid run and managed 
by the league of Hanse. A group of lesser traders, pirates and other ship captains who need a safe 
haven to trade their goods, legal and illicit. As such, Freiborg is a crime ridden, anarchic hell-hole but 
it is one of the best places to acquire all the goods that are on offer in the Karybdis Abyss, from 
information on warp-lanes to xenos antiques.  



The Pillar (Void Station) 
Enormous and ancient, the Pillar outwardly resembles a vast space borne pillar, as if some celestial 
giant plucked a hive spire from its earthly domain and placed it among the stars. Believed to have 
once been an Ohnyl Colony from the earliest ages of human space exploration, a heritage the Pillars 
native inhabitants are very proud of, it still retains some of that past glory despite millennia of repairs 
and accumulated wear on its plasteel and adamantine hull.  While the Pillarites claim their home is 
the very first Ohnyl Colony to have left the light of Sol to colonize the void, it is highly unlikely that it 
is more than myth. But the Pillar is still very old, perhaps the oldest void station in the entire Five 
Rivers, it is then a treasure trove of archaeotech, as the Pillarites still maintain and produce many 
technologies once thought lost which has lured many a Rogue Trader in their greed to the Pillar in 
attempts to conquer the station and make it a vassal, only to meet their doom at the expertly 
maintained defensive batteries the station possesses. 
 
While the Pillar is not hostile to the Imperium, indeed many Pillarites welcome the idea of joining a 
greater human empire to shore their defenses against pirates, xenos and worse things that dwell in 
the void. Millennia alone has made them a very independent people and they still maintain their 
sovereignty rather than bow before the Imperium, but eagerly trade goods with the Rogue Trader 
houses of the Abyss and allowed the Missionarius Galaxia to have built a mission within the station 
itself as well as allow Battlefleet Karybdis to resupply at the Pillar when their patrols pass by.  
 
However, many Pillarites, particularly those in its ruling council wonder for how long this 
independence can be maintained. As Imperial missionaries preach the benefits of unity with the rest 
of mankind that sway the masses, just as the dangers of the Karybdis Abyss itself make good 
arguments for bowing down to the Imperium. Only time will tell if the Pillar will join the Imperium 
peacefully or if their pride in independence will lead to war. 
 
Nazhau 
Primary competitor to Freiborg. The inhabited part of Nazhau lie in the worlds equatorial regions, 
giving it the air of a tropical paradise where voidsmen of all stripes come to trade, strike deals, drink 
and whore. While it is anarchic and lawless, peace is kept by Nazhaus mysterious master, Duke 
Zamdi. Who is said to make men into thralls to his will or drag them into the swamp laughing to 
sacrifice them to thirsting gods if they break the peace. Regardless of the veracity of such rumours, 
the peace is kept with the fear they generate and by the painted mutes who act as Zamdis enforcers. 
 
Ginnungagap 
Strange planetoid/asteroid field anomaly that appears as a rift in space-time. 
 
Cytherea 
Venus-like planet with floating sky cities and atmospheric gas refineries and mineral mines in horrific 
conditions. 
 
Kronenborg 
Post-cataclysmic world ravaged by a genetic plague called the “Kronenborg-Morphitic Syndrome”. 
Which twists and mishapes those afflicted into horrific mutant abominations. The few naturally 
immune survivors cling together in nomadic warbands, scavenging to survive. 
 
Concordium 
A civilized world in the Cyclopean Nebula, free of strife, war and conflict. Indeed, the world is 
unsettlingly peaceful and its people seem to be in a strange synchronity, as if they are of one mind. 
Expeditions to the world find eager traders and an uneasy feeling that something is wrong. 
 
 



Circe 
A verdant, tropical paradise claimed by House Mercier who run several macro-plantations on the 
world, cultivating a score of rare and exotic plant-forms in the uniquely fecund soil of Circe. It also 
houses several leisure estates for the rich and powerful in Karybdis and caters to their particular 
needs. As such, Circe is frequently used as a neutral meeting ground between factions to negotiate, 
barter and divide the Abyss between them or simply to socialize. Despite being part of House 
Merciers holdings, the neutrality of Circe is highly valued and to break it would invite the ire of many 
of the Karybdis Abyss most powerful. 
 
Shibonu 
A technologically advanced world and colony of the Imperium whose population hails from 
Nihondes. Founded as a way to relieve overpopulation on Nihondes. Full of space ninjas and biker 
gangs on neon-lit streets. 
 
Mausolea 
The world of the dead. Mausolea appears as an enormous graveyard of the human civilization that 
once inhabited it, apparently destroyed by atomic and bio-alchem warfare that has left many parts of 
the world uninhabitable and as dangerous as any deathworld. Expeditions to the world have been 
rare, as there is a strange sense of foreboding among landing parties. As if they’re trespassing and 
being watched by the ghosts of the dead world. Rumours abound among the more superstitious 
voidsmen in the Abyss swear that the ghosts of Mausolea will steal away crewmen from shore 
parties to devour their warm flesh. Despite such rumours, many Rogue Traders are drawn to plunder 
the riches of Mausolea and it has become a popular site for grave robbers and treasure hunters.  
 
The Grey Spires 
The domain of Cirthein the Ship-wright, infamous Eldar Corsair and now lord of the largest Corsair 
fleet in the Five Rivers region. The Grey Spires is a cluster of joined Haven Spires, forming a truly 
immense and well hidden void-station in the wilderness space of the Dreaming Serpent nebula. A 
home in the stars primarily for Eldar outcasts, the Grey Spires have been the home base for many 
Corsair fleets across the millennia, having made Cirthein a truly wealthy Corsair Prince. As the tribute 
he has taken for his hospitality has been steep, but for an Eldar pirate, a place to call home where 
one can repair, rearm and indeed even commission entirely new ships to be built that is not under 
the auspices of either the stringent Craftworlders or the sadistic Commorites is a blessing few would 
turn down. It is even said Yriel and his Eldritch Raiders have been guests of Cirthein and that several 
ships in their fleet have been made by Cirtheins own Bonesingers. 
 
Tir Tairngire (Belitherad Eldar) 
A mythical paradise spoken about in voidsmens songs and legends as a place where all a man’s needs 
are met and toil and hard labour is no longer necessary. Such legends are of course heavily 
suppressed by Imperial authorities because of the moral corruption they invite, there is however a 
grain of truth to them. 
 
Tir Tairngire is an Eldar maiden world, a barren world turned into a natural paradise over many 
millennia by the ancient Eldar Empire. It is a place of staggering natural beauty, as if each mountain 
range, waterfall and coastline has been sculpted by a master artist, indeed, even the climate and life 
on the world seems to have been shaped to conform to some unseen sculptor’s aesthetic sense. 
 
Currently Tir Tairngire is home to the Belitherad, a faction of former Eldar corsairs who have joined 
forces to be a rebirth of the ancient Aeldari who look towards the future rather than worship their 
races past accomplishments. They have only recently colonized the world, but the handful of cities 
they have built seamlessly blend into the worlds natural beauty around them. The mobile Palace of 
Crystal Starlight is a particularly spectacular sight and the seat of power for the Belitherads King and 



Queen. 
 
Few non-eldar, if any, will ever lay eyes upon Tir Tairngires beauty, as its location is a jealously 
guarded secret and those non-eldar that do see it inevitably do so in its slave markets. 
 
Malocchio (Space Hulk) 
 
 
Scylla (Space Hulk) 
 
 
(Add some freaky local worlds and maybe a space hulk or two) 
 
 


